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We study the function G(b) = inf(cx + dy f Ax + By = b, x, y 20 and x integer} under the 
assump:ions that G(O) = 0 and A and B are matrices of rationals. G is defined for h E R’” 
feasible, i.e., b for which the constraining conditions are consistent. 
We show that: 
(1) There are constants C, D 2 0 such that for any b. b’ feasible and (x. y ) with Ax + By = b ; 
x, y 3 0 and I integer, there tcxist (x’s y ‘) with Ax ’ + By ’ = b’; x ‘, y ’ 2 0 and x ’ integer, for which 
1(x, y) - (x ‘, y ‘)I 6 C f b - b’j + D holeIs. Ir. a pure integer program (i.e., for R empty) we can take 
D =o. 
(2) G is piecewise polyhcdraf. wit’. I;,n-tely many regions in any bounded set. >n fart, we obtain 
a “normal form” for G w,:ich reveals the fact just cited as a consequence. 
(3) For any new discrete ‘activity’ DO E R”, there is a suitable “price” cn E R to set for it such 
that the new activity will no be emp:oycd far any previously attainable requirements. I.e., upon 
setting G’(b) = inf(cc,xx,, t cx + dy 1 u”xo + Ax ?- By = b, .x0, x. y 2 0 and x0.x integtrr}. we have 
G’(b) = G(b) for b feasibllq. 
(4) G has an extension G ’ to all of R”. such that G” is also the value function of a rnixd 
integer program. 
The value function G of a mixed integer program 
infcx -- Ccy 
(Mm 
subject to Ax -i By = b 
X? Y -3 0 
in variables x = (x,, . . .,x, t, y - (y,,, . ., yJ with right-hand-side: (r.h.s.) h = 
VJ . . ., b,,,) and matrices A. B and vectors c, d conformally dimerrsioned, is the 
fuk11~n G which gives the value <;(!I) of (MIP) as a function of b. G is defined 
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only for feasible r.h.s. b, i.e., for 6 such that NIP) has a solukn: we allow 
G(b)= --. 
me value function appeared as an essential object ‘of study in a proof [I I, 
Theorem I.71 that a natural extension of ideas in [ifi, 7, H] can account for all the 
valid cutting-planes of mixed integer programs. It is of obvious interest for 
sensitivity analysis in integer programming [17, IS] qwhich Williams showed 1201 to 
be necessary in implementation. 
In this paper we provide information on the value function, some of which 
complements Meyer’s studies [IS, 161 of it. Our main results are Theorem 2.1(l), 
that a change in r.h.s. 6 in (MIP) cannot produce more than linear (affine) change in 
G(b); Theorem 3.3, which provides a “normal form” for G, zlosely related to 
Bender’s pazitioning 121; and Theorem 4.6, that G has an extension to R” which is 
also a value function, a fact useful in cutting-plane theory fll,l3] which strengthens 
the extension results of [3]. 
Certainly, the concept of the value function is closely related tti the perturbation 
functions of convex analysis i19]1 and to the objects exploited in the standard proofs 
(see [19, Section 6.10]) of tagrangian results. In these proofs, separating hvper- 
planes to the image of primal space under the constraint functions yield the re’sutls. 
So one expects to be able to obtair results on the w&e function to G which are 
analogous at least to results for the polyhedral value function of linear programs. 
The duality theorem of linear programming is one such result, and analogous dual 
theorems for mixed integer programs will be given in [5]. 
Our extension result (Theorem 4.6‘) is certainly an analogue to that for linear 
programming, and the proximity result (Theorem 2.1) is an analoguc: for the results 
on parametric linear prr *;ramming. In Section 3 we cornrnrbtt on important 
analogues which fai’ ’ 2 true. 
1. Monoid bases and recursion relations 
The results and the construction of this section serve primarily as a quick route to 
the proximity result (Theorem 2.1(l) of the next section). This section is related to 
work of Hilbert [IO]; a more general construction in the pure integer case is in [ 121, 
In the sequel, it will be convenient to work with the following metric, for vectors 
U)= (01, * * *, t),) and w =(wl,..., w,) in the various vector spaces RP occurring 
below: 
That (1.1) defines a metric is easy to verify; anti rhis metric also defines a norm 
/ u - Ol, abbreviated 1 tr I. 
Between the metric (1.1) and the usual Euclidean metric, speci 
123 
there stand the following obvious relation: ships: 
Il4l+4’ 
(1.2) 
(I 33) 
From (1.3), it follorvs that all bounds that we obtain beiow for 1 v 1 can be easily 
modified to be boun fs in terms of 11 o 11. 
We define the following polyhedron RELC Rr+‘+m, which is essentially the 
feasible set of the linear programming relaxation (hence the name (REL)) of (MIP), 
parametrically in the right-hand-side b : 
I I 
Ax + By -. Ib = 0, 
REL = (x,YJQ 
I x,y HI 
0.4) 
and we also define the feasible solution set of (MIP) parametrically in 6: 
SOL = REL n ((x, y, b) 1 x is integral). (1.5) 
In all further work in the main text of this paper, we shall ha~c rhe folIowing 
standing assumption : 
A and B are matrices of rationals. 
Clearly, this assumption is not restrictive in the applications. 
In addition, we assume throughout the paper that G(0) = 0. This assumption i?, 
known to guarantee that (MIP) has an optimal solution whenever it is consistent 
(see [ 141). 
It is helpful to classify right-hand-sides b in (MIP) according to the signs of the 
various components in b = (bl, . . ., b,). Formally, we put 2 = (0, l)“, and for 
u = (a(l), . . .,c(m))E C we define: 
REL((T)=REL~((x,~J)~(- l)?~ 20, i = l,...,m). Wfi) 
Since the inequalities x -“O, y 20 are in the definition of REL, if (x. y., b), 
-(x, y, b)e REX we have x = 0, Y = 0 and hence b = 0, i.e., (x, y. b) = (O.O,O). 
Thus REL, and so each REL(a), u E S+ is a pointed cone [19]. Therefore, if 
REL(o) is not simpty the origin (0,O. 0). REL(u) has extreme rays [ 191, 
(x U,a) , ycr*n,* lF’)?# i = 1,. . ., t(o), and as the defining inequalities of REL(o) are 
rational, these rays have al? coordinates rational. When using the notation 
0 
f&a) 
*Y (iaJ,b(‘*u)) we also shall assume the following, which is assured by a 
muftiplication by the least common denominator of the rationals of x”-~), if 
&+o # (1: 
x (i*rr’ is integer and, for 0 s y < 1, yx (c0’ is either 
zero or nst integer. 
(1.7) 
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For two vectors u, w E RP, we say (following Graver 491) that u and w are 
compatible if they lie in a common orthant of RP, i.e., if 
and we say that v majorires w if u and w are compatible and also 
IvlIe%f, i = I,..+ (l-9 
In what follows, we shall use the notation 
A(o)=2 I(xY.~),~~~.~,,~:(‘.~~)/, for cr E X (1.10) 
i-1 
where we take L (a) = 0 if REL(a) = ((O,O,O)}. 
Theorem 1.1. Su:ppose that (x, y, b) E SOL and tht ( -- I)“‘“‘bk a Q, k = 1, . ‘. ., m, 
for u E Yc, REL@) # {(O,O, 0)). Then thsrtt exist integers n (i, a) a 0, i = 1, . . .) t(a). 
and a vecror (u, o, h ), such that : 
(x,y,b)=(U,v,h)+i E n (i, o)(x (I.<*), y (Lo), ,(-)_ (I.1l.a) 
(u, v, h) E SOL and h is majorized by b. _ 
I@, u, h)( <A(a). 
Furthermore, if (x, y ) is optimal to (MIP), 
Osvn(i,cr)sn(i,cr)@i =l,..., t(a), then 
(u, v) + y m (i, ET)(x(‘@), ytLSu)), 
1x1 
respectiveiy 
(1.ll.b) 
(1.ll.c) 
GWI i,f m (i, 0) is integral and 
(1.12.a) 
(1.12.b) 
is optimal to (MIP), f or which the righr -bond -side b is given by 
b = h + ‘2 m (i, cf jb(‘*“), 
t-1 
respectively 
b = ‘2 m (i, a)b”*“‘. 
i-1 
(1.13.aj 
(1.13.b) 
Proof. Since REL(cr) # {(O,O, 0)}, the vector (x, y, b j E REL(o) can be written as a 
non-negative combination cjf extreme rajs by the. Finite Basis Theorem fl9] and 
the ‘J:act hat REL(a) is pointed: 
(x, y, b) = y 6(i, o)(P-‘! y-), bfi*“‘) 
IPI (1. t4.a) 
The value fzmctron of u mixed inrep pmgruwt t25 
e&(7) al, i = l,...,t(o) (1.14.h) 
Express each @(i,~) as an integer part plus a fraction: 
tY(i,a)= n(i.+4-f&(J). (1.15.a) 
n (i, a) integer, oqi. cr)c: 1. (1 .lS.b) 
Clearly, all n (i, it) 5 0. Next, define 
(u, v. h ) = 2 f( i, a) (x (6*” ‘, y “.“I, 6 (I.- ‘). 
i-1 
(1.16) 
Then from (1.14) and (l.lS), (1.ll.a) is immediate. (1.11~) follows from \f”*“‘/ < 1, 
as shown by (l.lS.b), and the definit on (1.16). 
Certainly, It is compatible with 6, sitlee eacn 6“.“’ is compatible with 6 and (1.16j 
holds, and h is majorized by 6 since (l.ll.a) holds and all n(i. a) 2 0. Next, 
(u, tr, h)E: REL(o)C REL, since (1.16) holds, all f(i. a) ~4, and the 
(X fi, I B , fLW) , b(‘vm)) are elements of REL.(a). Also, (u, G. h ) EL SOL, s’nce u is integer, 
as we see from the fact that all n (i, 0’) are integer and x is integisr, while (1.11 .a) 
gives 
1 
u =x-- 2 n (i, a)x (‘*y 
r-1 
(1.17) 
(recall (1.7) for y = 1). 
Now, suppose that (x, y ) is optimal to (MIP) and the n: (i, V) are $1~ described. We 
treat onIy the case (1.12.a), since (I J2.b) is treated analogously. 
For the sake of coiltradiction, if the vector given by (1.12-a) is not optimal for 
(MIP) with 6 given by (1.13.a), then there exists a vector {x ‘, Y ‘) 2 0, x ’ integer, with . 
Ax’+ Fy ’ = h + y m (i, CT)~@? (1.18.a) 
:=I 
(l.lKh) 
Then since n(i, a)- fq (i, a) a0 is integer for i = 1,. s ., t(u), setting 
(x *, y *) -71 (x ‘, y ‘) + C (n(i, a) - m (i, u))(x (--“‘, y (““) (1.19) 
we have x * integer. (x *, y *$ a 0. Also by (1 .l 1 .a). (1.1 Ka), and using the’ fact 
AX (1.a) +By (1.17) = 6 (Cgr b for i = l,.... r (c+) (recall [hat (x(l.%, yfUri, ~(I”))E 
REL(o) C REL), we have 
Ax*+By*- h + $ n(i,(+jb(L”)= b, (1.20.a) 
b-1 
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( Y T’ cx*+dy*<c 4.4 + u n(i,cr)x I=1 (i*u)) +d( 2, + g n(i,cr)y@*.‘)) (1.2Q.b) 
= cx + dy. 
However, (1.20) contradicts the optimalit?, of (x, y ) for (NlIP), since it shows that 
(x *, y*) is a better solution 
Remark. The technique 0:’ proof in Theorem 1.1 can be adapted to provide 
somewhat more informatiorl in the pure integer case, i.e., when y is the empty 
vector. Without loss of generality, in this case A is a matrix of integers, so every 
feasible r.h.s. b is integral, and by (1.7), all the extreme rays (X (I-O’, b(‘,‘) are 
integral. 
In (Ukb), we can assume that the O(i,o) are aationafs with a common 
denominator D : D is independent of (x, y ), and depends onIy on the extreme rays 
(x(i.O) b((.~j), hence only on the matrix A, To see this, by Caratheodory’s theorem 
for cbnes, the indices i with 0(&o)> 0 correspond to linearly independent 
(x (**O’, 6(‘*@), so that the 8(i, c*) may be determined by Cramer’s Rule, in which the 
mentioned integer D 5 1 is si nply the denominator of the ratio given by that Rule. 
Then the quantities f(i, CT) in (1.15) are finite in number, since they are rationals 
with denominator D, and hence by (1.16) the quantities (u, h ) which can arise in 
(1.11) are finite in number. Calling the vectors (u, h ) arising in this manner, the 
interim rays (to contrast with “extreme rays”), w .e may then state the representa- 
tion (1.ll.a) as: 
(x.b)= no(u*h)+’ 2 n (i, a)(x (i*O), Vi-“I), 
i-1 
(1.ll.a)’ 
for (u, h) an interior ray, and either no = 0 or no = 1. 
Note that the set of integer vectors (x, b) such that Ax = o, x a 0 form a monoid 
M in the sense of [12]: i.e., (O,Oj E M and M is closed under addition. Then the 
expression (1.11 .a)’ exhibits a monoi$ buses as defined in [ 121; hence our terminol- 
ogy for this section. 
Corollary 1‘ 2. Define ~3 “(a ) to agree with G (u) if v Is compatible with 6 and v is 
feasible ; and define Z 6,~) tu be the optimal value of (MU?) for h = b”@‘; otherwise, set 
G”(v) = + :z and Z&, = + pn. 
If (- l)“‘% 30, k = l,..., m b is feasible and 1 b 1 a A (or), the q rhere is SOME 
I * = l,..., t(a) with b”‘“) # 0 and n&o) 3 1 in (1.ll.a). For all such j, b - l@‘) is 
compatible with b, and 
G(b) = Zu,ol + G(b - Vu’). (1.21.a) 
In fact we hve 
G” (6) = ?nin(Z(j,(,, + Wfb - b-p f Iv”) # 0). (1.2l.b) 
>,V’ 
Proaf, By [l4f, there exists an optimal solution (x, y ) to (MIP). By Theorem 1 .l, 
there is an expression (1.1 La), and if n (i, o) 2 1, (x “*@), y (‘@I) is optimal to (MIP) for 
b = b@? Hence, if 6@*’ = 0, this optimal value cx W) + dy”*‘=’ is zero. Therefore, by 
dropping the terms n (i, o)(x (pCW’, y ‘iVW), 0) on the rigbt ia (1.11 .a). we find an optimal 
solution (x ‘, y ‘) to (MIP) such that n ‘(i, a) a 1 implies b w f 0, in an expression for 
(X ‘, y ‘1 b) anafqous to (1.11 .a] for (x, y1 b). 
Without loss of generality, (x’, y ‘) = (x, y ). Then, since 1 b 12 A (o), we cannot 
bave(x,y,b)=(tr u,)t.)by(l.ll.ci,soforsomei = l,...,t(ct),sayi =j,nCj,a);-:l, 
and we have insux~d Q@“’ # 0. By the second part of Theorem 1 .I, 
G(b - V-“‘) = c( u + (n(j,tr)-- l)P’+ C n(i,o)P)) 
’ *f 
(1.22) 
and by the fact that (x, y) is optimal far (MIP), we have I 
G(b)=+ +‘g n(i,o)x’Lv’) +d(v +‘~n(i,f+“.‘). 
‘=I I=1 
(1.23) 
From (1.22) and (1.23), we conclude 
G(b) = G (b - buau)) + (cx o-u1 + dy -‘). (1.24) 
Since, by Theorem 1 .l. (x (‘*“), yUqRI) is optimal in MIP for 6 = b”*“‘, VW have 
z 6.V 1= cx Q*vl + & (Id, and then (1.24) gives (1.2l.a). 
The case for any n (j, a) 3 1 is proven as in (1.22)-(1.24) above. Formula (1.21 .b) 
follows from (1.21.a), since the direction ( * ) of the equality is trivial. 
In (1.21 b), it is worth noting that, when n(i, u) 3 1. b - b”*“’ is compatible with 6, 
so if btl‘vu) f 0, the recursion relation (1.2 Lb) represents a reduction in the r.h.s. 
h -in particular, 1 h f decreases (for 1 b f 3 A (a)). 
Remark. If an optimal solution (x, y) to (MIP) were known in Coroiiary 
which n (i, g) & 1 implies b, (I*~)#O in (l.lI.a), th en by (1.1 La) we have 
1.2, for 
Menceif i(x+y,b)/*b( CT )? since 1 (u, v, k )f < A, we have at least one r~ (i, a) 2 1, and 
(1.21) holds. if such an optimum (x, y ) is not known, any lower bound on 1 x I+ 1 y 1 
(such as one o$tained by linear programming) ean he used to improve the estimate 
of f(x, y,b)[ = f x f + 1 y I+ lb ]* thus aiso improving the likefihoud of (1.21). 
The previous results can be wed to provide a shortest-path formulation of (MIP), 
which e.ssten& ,&-o;lz’ shortest-path representation for integer packing problems 
[I]; detaSls are in [4f. 
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2. Proximity results 
The main result of 
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this section is Theorem 2.1(l), the “strong proximity result.” 
The related proximity results Theorem U(2) and Corollary 2.3 are in [3]. The 
!sirtDmg proximity result can be improved for pure integer p.rograms, and we show 
rhis in Theorem 2.2. Asidle from the natural interest of these results, they have as 
lzonsequences Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, which, while quite reasonable, stem difficult to 
prove without the theorems below. These lemmas are, in turn, the main ideas 
behind the extension theorem, Theorem 4.6. 
‘Theorem 2.1. mere are constants c’, D, E, F r 0 such that, for al: feasible b. b’: 
[:I) ?f (x, y ) is optimal to (MIP), there exists (x ‘, y ‘) optimal to (MIP) for r.h.s. b ‘, 
with 
i(x,y)-(x’,y’)(aJb-b’l+D. (2.1) 
(2) We huve 
jG(b)-G(b’+Efb-b’!+F. (2.2) 
Prod. (1) Let (x, y ) be optimal to (MIP). Choose any optimum (x *, y *) to @UP) 
,wiah r.h.s. b’ (fly, recall 1.7). 
Note that, upos setting /3 = b’- b, the rational constraints 
Au+Bu-Ax-I>‘y=P, 
u, 0, x, y * 0, (2.3) 
u, x integral, 
are of the form of those of (MIP), and Theorem 1 .l applies. Hence there is v E ,C 
and integers n(i, CT) 3 0, i = 1,. . ., Z(V), with 
(x +, y *,x9 y, b - b’)= (u,v, w,z,h) 
+’ zz 
i-l 
n (i, o)(u (I@), v(i.m), X (km), y (W), b(i.tT)), 
(u, vu, w, 2, h ) solves (2.3) with 0 replaced by h, 
1 (u, 0, w, 2, h )I < 4 (o)‘, 
(2.4.a) 
(2.4.b) 
(2.4.~) 
okra d (a)’ is a constant derived from (2.3), as d(u) was derived from (MIP). 
Suppose n (i, a) 2 1 and b(‘*“) = 0. 
Then by (2.3) we have 
Au (w) + &(‘.u) = Ax (i#) + ~~ (i,er) = v (say). (2.5) 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 .l, one can show that both (U fi*a!, ~(~a-)) and (x (I’hn)_ y (r-r)) 
are optimai in (MIP) with r.h.s. D. Hence 
cu f’.V) + dv 0.w) = cx 0.0) + dy (La), 
w9 
Therefore. defining 
(2.7) 
we note that (x’, y ‘) is feasible fur (WP) with r.h.s. b’, and has the sal.lctl value as 
(x *r y *)= Hence, (x’, y’) is optimal to (MIP) with r.h.s. b’, snd . 
l(~*Y)-~~',Y'~l~l~~~~~-~w~~~l 
I 
CW 
+ T (0 (i, a)(@ f’*c’), v”-“~) - (x(-y y (““‘)) 1 p” # 0) . 
i 
From (2.4. e) 
~(u,v)-(w,t))~2A(;r)‘~24’, 
where A ’ is defined as the maximum of A (a)) for at1 D E X. 
Next, since all b (‘*” ’ # 0 are compatible, we have, from (2.4.a). 
(2.9) 
where, in (LY), i * denotes summation over indices i with b(‘*ml,# 0, and where 
M, = min{i b”*“‘f 1 V’@ # 0) > 0. (2. It)) 
Also, &fin IQ 
we have 
I z n(i,cT) (Ufl.R), vti.~))_(X(~.@), y(l.-))) s it I 
(2.12) 
By (2,H), (2.9), and (2.1 I!), it suffices to set C = NJ&f,, I) = 26’. and (2.14 h&k 
(2) This part follows from 1. In fact, putting 
(2.13) 
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we have 
IG(b)- G(b’)l= /c(x -x’)+d(y - y’)I 
4.cy x < I --x’I+a Iv - v’l (2.14) 
=a I(x,y)-(x’,y’)faza lb -b’i+Da. ’ 
We rake E = Ca, F = Da. 
Theorem 2.2. If 6, b’ me feasible in (IP), then :
(1) If x is optimal PO (IP), there exists x’ optimal to (IP) with r.h.s. b’ with 
I x -;q dC(b-&‘I. (2.1) 
(2) We have 
jG(&)- @(b’)j s E lb -- b’j. (2.2)’ 
Proof. 41) By use of the remark below Theorem 1 .I, we may rewrite f2.4.a) as: 
(X *,x, b - b’) = no(u, w, h) + ’ E n(i, CT)(U(~-~),.X(~@), ,J’.m)) 
f-1 
(2.4.a) 
with nc,=zO or no= 1. 
The finitely many interior rays may be numbered along with the extreme rays, so 
that the;: term ~lo(u, w, h) may be included in the larger summation. 
Then if x’ is defined as in (2.7’), with (u, u) missing and the summation extending 
over ail rays, and of course with N, in (2.10) including the interior rays in the 
minimization, the proof of Theorem 2.1 goes over, with one change, Specifically, 
the part i(u, u) - (w, r )I is missing in (2.8), hence by (2‘8) modified, and (2.9), we 
obtain (2.1)‘. 
(2) This follows from (1) as (2) of Theorem 2.1 follows from (1) of that theorem, 
if we observe that II = 0. 
A constant D > 0 is, in general, needed in (2.1) since, unlike linear programs, 
mixed integer programs can be discontinuous, as noted by Williams [2O]. 
Corollary 2.3. rf b, b’ are feasible, and (x, y ) is feasible for (MIP), there exists 
(x ‘, y ‘) jensible for (MIP) with r.h.s. h’, such thut (2.1) holds. 
Proof. Take c = 0, d = 0, and apply Theorem 2.1. 
3. A nmnd form for the value functlorr 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.3, which provides a c-e;:rtain “‘ ormai 
form” for the value function C;, which is obtained by cambinitq; the ideas of 
, _ 
Bender’s decomposition [2] with a direct consequence of Theorem 2. I(2). We 
mention that ‘Theorem 3,3 also holds when, for some feasible r.h.s. in (MIP), the 
projection of the solutions to (MIP) into x-space is finite (as occurs when the 
solution set of (MlP) is bounded), and so one may remove (SA) in favor of such an 
hypothesis. However, we will not ?rove the fatter result here. 
We begin with two results that utilize standard techniques for their proof, but 
which do not appear to be available in the linear programming literature. 
Propdthm 3.11. Ler a linear prog#pam 
W) 
inf qx, 
subject to Rx = b, 
bt~ g&n, which is bounded below for b = 0, and let H(b) be the value of (LP) QS a 
function of b, far b in the set 
RH = {b 1 for some x 3 0, Rx = b). (3.1) 
Then there me finitely many linear forms d ‘, . . _, d’ such that, for b E RH, 
W(b) = max(dlb lj = 1,. . ., t). (3.2) 
Proof. Write R as column 
R = [r(l), . . ., rcn’] 
q =(ql,...,qn). 
vectors 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
First, note that the epigraph [rj] of ii is given by 
[H J = cone{(r”‘, qr), . . ., (P’, q”), @,I)) Z C. 
Indeed, (u, z) f [kl] ifl there is x 3 0 with Rx = v, z 2 qx, which occurs iff there is 
x a0 and a scalar 0 3 0 with 
(3.5) 
Next, by the converse to rhe Finite Basis Theorem there is a linear intzquality 
representation of i>Y]: 
[Hf=={(u,z)~C’u Ml, -D’v +ez Ml). (3.6) 
In Q.61, we have singkd out those inequalities - D’tl + er 3 0 with a non-zero 
coefficient for z, from those inequalities C’v 2 0 with a zero coefficient for t. Since 
(0,l)E 6, e is a positive vector; without loss of generality, a vector of 1 k 
The set of inequaliries - D’u + ez 3 0 is non-empty, for otherwise choosing 
u := 0, the infimum in (LP) is - m, contradicting the hypothesis. Consequently, we 
have the formula (3.2) for 6 ERH, where the d”s are the cows of D’. 
Proposition 3J states slomewhat more than the well-known fact that the vafue 
function H of a linear program (LP) has subgradients at all (includinlz boundary) 
parents. We need it below to&al with the continuous variables y 5 0 of @UP), since 
the usu;11 linear programming analysis Fy bases may fail, particularly when B 
coratains no bases (B may even have more rows than columns). 
‘,i”lhc rqpresentation (X2), since it is defined for all b E R”, provides a polyhedral 
::xtensilon, of W to R”. The corresponding extension result for (NW), which is 
‘l’h:orem 4.6 below, appears to be significantly harder, since the discrete analogue 
of (33) (i.e., a finite basis for [G 1) does not imply the discrete analogue of (3.6) (i.e., 
that [G 1 is a monoid dzfincd by linear homogeneous inequalities in integer 
wriables); see the introduction to [I21 on this point. 
CmoOlaty 3.2. Suppose tCzal (LP) of Proposition 3.5 is bout&d Below for b = 8. 
T%t!n for arry oeclor r(O), there is some scalar qn, such that the value of thr? program 
id (qoxfJ + qx j, 
(L?)’ subject to r’“‘x 0 -t= Rx -= 6, 
i.5 l-i (b), wheneoer b E RH. 
Pnaof. In the notation of Proposition 3.1, we chose qfJ to be any number satisfying 
q. 2 max{dir(“l 1 j = 1, . , ., I}, (3.7) 
so that (r”“, q(J) sat isfics - D’e, t ez a~ 0,. Let b E RW. Then if tW& -t Rx = b, 
x,,. x 2 0, we Rave, for any i, 
q,Jxl, + 4X * d'P'"'Jso -t 4X, 
a d ‘P”“.~,, +-d’ (6 - r”“xo) a &i ‘6. (3.8) 
‘I‘alw~g maxcs on the right hand-side in (X8), yoxo + yx 3~ Hl(iQ. Therefore the 
val~c of (LP)’ i:b H(bj. 
(3.9) 
Proof. If y is anpty, WC append u tern column with DXC~ cost in (MIP), so we may 
assume that y is not empty ‘fhc d”” s arc those ohtr\incd for the linear constraints 
f3y = b, y z 0, as was done ;or (LP) in Proposition 3.1. Clearly, the feasible r$~t- 
hand-sides h are the COIIC { ,S f h?* = h for some y 2 f)), and SO by Wcyl’s thcorctn 
this cone has a homogenetlus inequality description (41 / hk (b - Ax) * 0 for bs = 
I 3.. ., u ) (WC take h” = 0 ii the cone is R”). 
E3y Theorem 2.1(l) with !I’= 0 an8 x’= 0, y’= 0, for b feasible there is an 
optimal solution (x, .v ) to (MIP) with Ix 1 S C 1 b 1 -t- D. For this x, B’l, =T b -- An. 
y 2 0 is consistent, so h Ir (b - Ax ) Z= 0, k = 1, . . ,, u. This gives the “only if” part for 
(X9). The “if” part is trivial. 
Next, for any x such that b - Ax is a feasible right-hand-side for By = b -- Ax, 
y SO, the criterion value of an optimal linear programming s;)lution for the given 
choice of x is, by Proposition 3.1, cx + max(d’(b -- Ax ) 1 j =c 1,. . ,, t} Since MC 
bound 0 d x d C/b 1-t D cm be appended ip seeking only the optimal value of I 
(MIP), (3.10) is valid. 
Previously-known features of the value function G for (MIP) can bc read off tile 
explicit formula (3.10). For instance, if h is feasible an 3 such that, for at1 integrai x 
in the range 0 6.~ eC/bftD, we have 
implies h’@ -I Ax)Ml, k = I,..., u. 
(3.li 1) 
then G is cmtinuous at b. In f%% there is an open ball akoul 6 such that the 
minimum over x in (?.irI) is: over the same sclt of x. and throughout this ball, ci is a 
minimum of polyhedral functiorzs, hence continuous 
Moreover, if wr: have a sequence of feasible b’ --+ h, the integer x wiih 
QGX GCjbfbD, for which h’t.b-Ax)N, k = I,...,14 holds, must include al1 
those x for which W”‘(h” _ Ax)NL k = I,. . ., IA, holds for sulficiently large II. 
Titetefore, the x of the minimu:n in (3.10) must include all the x for sufficiently 
large n, and so C+)a Iim,G@“). This is the known lower-semicontinuity of G 
[ 151, with additional it?rformaUon regarding continuity and the piecewise polyhedral 
nature of C : anti ~note can be r;xtractcd from ii study of (3.1(J). 
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4,, Extension results 
In general, the set of all 6 E R” which are feasible r.h.s. for (MIP) is a strict 
sl.;Jbset of R”. In [3], the first author showed that the value function G of (MIP) has 
an extension H to Rm which, like G, is subadditive. In this section, we improve this 
rr.rsu!t by showing that H can be taken to be the value function of another 
mixed-integer program in rationals. Even more specifically, we show how to 
c(~~nstruct A’, B’ ‘and c’, d’ by adding columns to A, B and entries to c, d of (MIP), 
SO that the value function H of 
ini(c’x’+ &g’), 
(WP) 
subject lo A’x’+ B’y’ = b, 
x’,y’kO, 
.X ’ integer, 
is an extension of G to R” (see Theorem 4.6). 
The result is proven by means of five lemmas, which have some independent 
irnterest of their own; Lemma 4.1 is a direct corollary of Theorem 2.1 and an 
a!laiogue to Corollary 3.2, and Lemma 4.4 is a corollary of Theorem 2.1 requiring 
one additional result (Lemma 3.5). 
L~emma 4.1. Fur any vector u0 E R”, there is c (1 E R such that, $f c1 3’ c (‘, then for 
any r.h.s. b feasible for (MIP), the value of , 
inf (cfrxo + cx + dy ), 
subjwt to a “xtr + Ax + By = b, 
:MiY) 
xo,x,y a, 
x0, x integer, 
is G(h), i.e., is the value of (MIP). If y is empty, x0 may be continuous in (MIP)‘., 
and the same result holds. 
Proof. Put c’ :, = E 1 a”\ + F, in the notation of Theorem 2.1. Then if cU 3 co, 
whenever x +I we have 
coxo 3 E Id'lxo t F 
2 jG(E'))- G(b - a”~(,)/ 
2 G(b)- G(b - a”~,)), 
I.e., 
coxo+ G(b - a”xo)aG(b) for X,,B :. (4.2’1 
Tti e teams on the left in (4.2) are a lower hr9und on coxa + cx + dy if x0 3 i and 
(_xo,x, y ) is feasible in (P4IP)‘. I-Ience cI,x + cx + dy is always at least as great as the 
optimal value with x(J = 0, and the result is immediate. 
For y errpty, we have F = 0 by Theorem 2.2, and then the first inequality in @.I), 
specificalty c,,xo 2 E 1 u{,! x0, is valid fcr all x o 2 0; and the remaining argument is as 
before. 
Lemma 4.2. Any (MIP) ca;q be extended to an (MIP)' such that : (I) H(b) = G(b) 
whenever G ib) is defined ; (2) H(b) is defined for every b in the linear span of the 
columns of B. 
Furthermore, (hlIP)’ has a rational matrix, and B ’ = B. 
Proof. Let pi,. . ., ~1% E Q”’ be the columns of B. We form (MIP’) by taking B’ = S. 
A ’ consists of A with a single new integer column ZJ = - (p, + - l - + ps). (MIP)’ has 
a rational matrix since all p,‘s are rational (recall (SA)). By Lemma J. 1 there is a co 
such that H(b) = G(b) for b feasible in (MIP), and we take c’ = (cc,, c ). If 
b = sf q, and all the rr, are Z= 0 ther,l G(b) is defined, so H(b) is defined. If at least 
one ai is negative, let N be a negwive integer =G min(fu I, . . ., a, ). 
Then b = -Nv+C;(cr, - N)p,, SC) H(b) is defined. 
Lemma 4.3. Let ql,q..,qr,pt, . . ..p EQ”, 
s == {w 1 w = C: t&q, + Cf a,~,, 8, integer }, i 
L = linear span of {p,, . . .9p,). 
Then there is a 8 > 0 such that if w E S \L, then i w 12 6. 
Proof. We induct on r. If t = 1 we may assume q1 E L since otherwise S = L. 
Since L is a closed subspace of R” we may take 6 = mineEL j41 - v I> 0, and 6 is in 
fact a lower bound on the distance from w to L, for w E S\L. If r > 1, let J = linear 
span of {q2,. . l ,4+, . . ..p,l. 
Case 1. 4] #J. By induction hypothesis there is S’H such that if 
Xl 04, + 21 rr .p( e I,, 8, integer, then i IS; 8iq, + C: a,~, 12 6 ‘. Since J is C~OMXI 
y = minoE, 1 cl - v { > 0. 
If W is 2Z:c-I Oi4, + X:Y~ a,p,, with all 8, integer, and if 8, # 0, then 
the first inequality deriling from the cast: r = 1. Hence we take S = min(a’, y ), 
Case 2. q I E J. Since all 4&, p, are rational, 4 j is in the qan t)f the remdining 
vectors using rational seatars. so there is an integer jV > 0 with 
Hence we take: S = $!,/M. 
I,emma 4.4. I’..et L be the li~x span of the colutnns of 0 in (MIP). If u @ L there is 
a co E R such that, definitog K(b) by 
inf (coxo -t cx t dy ), 
subject to X,~U + Ax -+ By = b, (4.3 
X(1, x. y 23 9, 
x integer, 
we have G(h) = K(b) whareurt G is defined. 
Proof. Let q1,.. .* qr be the columns of A, pl, . . ., p be the columns of B. By 
Lemma 4.3, there is a 5 > 0 such that if x1, xa arc integers and Ant + By1 - 
(Ax: + By:) = A(x, -x#-B(y~-y~)~L then fAxl+By,-(AxztRy:)l~b. In 
particular, if AA, + By, - (Ax, +- By,) = xeu for some xn :* 0, then xu a S/l u 1. 
Put Cf, = E 1 c” 1-t F 1 u I/S, in the notation of Theorem 2.1. Clearly, for b feasible 
WC have K(b) s G(b), so it remains only to show that K(b) 3 G \b). However, if 
h = xC,u + Ax + By, with x, y 3 0, .x0 ~0 and x integer, by the observation of the 
last paragraph, 
coxr, + cx 9 dy 2 coxo t G (6 - xou) 
~c,,x,,~G(b)-Efb-(h-xnu)l-F 
WE +F+G(b)-Ex,,Iu(-F’ w-9 
NE +G(b:,--6E ==G(b), 
the second inecIuality in (4.8) using (2.2). Similarly, if x,, = 0, coxo + cx + dy ;a~ G fb). 
K(h) =z G(h) foltows at once. 
N(b) is defined for d! 6 E L, L :he :‘ineur space generated 
by the columns of ali the oariabies of (MI@“). 
(4.10) 
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Proof. We construct a sequence of mixed-integer programs (MIP),,, 
(MW,, . . . . (MIP), f rom (MIP) as fsllows. 
(MIP), is constructed from (MIP) by Lemma 4.2, so that the value function of 
(MIPb is defined for all b in the linear space generated by the columns of R, and 
agrees with G for h feasible in (WP). Note that (MIP9,, has rational matrices. 
For 1 d k G r, (MIPk is constructed from (MIP), 1 as follows. If a ‘, the k “’ 
column of A, is in the linear span of the continuous columns of (MiP)k t, WC sei 
(MIP), =t (MIP),, ..). Otherwise wk farm (MIP), from (MIP), I by setting u = - N k, 
and applying Lemma 4.4. 
Inductively, all (MIP)L, 06 k 6 r, are mixed-integer programs with rational 
matrices, and the value function G, 0; (MIP), agrees with that of (MIP) for r.h,s. 6 
feasible in (MIP). InJuctively also, any element In the linear span of 
(u”‘, . . ., P, W”, . . *, b”‘) is ;I feasihlc r.h.s. for (MIP),. AIw, the linear span of the 
clslumns of ail variahks of (MiP), is contained in 1,. PNing k = r. we have the 
desired resu It s. 
Theorem 4.6. Tk conclusion of Eemnrcr 4.5 holds with I, rrplnced by R”. In 
purficular, the voiue function of (MIP) has cm extension to all of R”, with the 
extensiopt also the value function of Q mixed-integer program in rrrtionals. 
Prcmf. If the dimension of L, in Lemma 4.5 is k, and k = )tt, we are done. If k c WI, 
let wI, . . ., -:h, h = M - k 3 1, be rational vectors which provide a basis for L’, the 
space ortk\gonal to L. Let (MIP)’ be as constructed in Lemma 4.5. Then whenever 
6 E I.+, an\* yolution to 
x ‘s y ‘, th, uk * 0 and x integer. 
(4.11) 
has a?k zk and uk zero, by the uniqueness of the orthogonal representation of b. 
Also, there are solutions to (4.11) for any b E R”. 
Moreover, the i&mum to C’S’ + d ‘y’ subject to (4.11) is the q-*alue G (c,) of (MIP)’ 
for b E f_. ; in specific for 6 a feasible r.h.s, in (MIP), this infimum eyuals G(b) try 
L,emma 4.5. 
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